Your Publication Process Guide

We...
- Crosscheck your article for any missing files or information

We...
- Copyedit your article for style and grammar
- Send link to your article proof
- Typeset your article

We...
- Publish your article online
- Publish your article in an issue online
- Publish your article in print

1. Article Accepted
   - Manage your post-acceptance experience in Author Services, including:
     - Choose open access
     - Sign your copyright license
     - Track your article

2. Copyediting, Proofing and Typesetting*
   - Accurately review and return your article proof as quickly as possible – to ensure prompt publication

3. Publication*
   - Use the ‘Share your content freely’ link in your Author Services dashboard to share a read-only version of your work

2*: Some titles carry out typesetting before article proof stage; some titles include an Editor review of the author proof.
3*: Publication times may vary by journal. Not all journals publish a print version of the article.

Note: Online publication is considered the final version of record. It carries an online publication date, and is fully shareable and citable.